Exhibit 8
MARCH 8, 2017

From: QTRResearch until: 2017-03-10

Quoth the Raven: QTRResearch, Mar 8

"QTR believes $EXOS is in a massive liquidity crunch and can't generate cash. With a bond offering failing, very scary for equity investors."

GeoTaran @GeoTaran1989

"$EXOS yesterday failed to price its new 9% bond due to lack of demand from high yield rat. Could there be a liquidity crunch at $EXOS?"

Quoth the Raven: QTRResearch, Mar 11

"$EXOS equity worth $1M IMO
- no liquidity
- rejected bond offer.
- SPWDL in India
- self-shorting allegations
- ugly A/R & CFO issues
- debt."

LEGAL|33023334|1
Quoth the Raven @QTRResearch Mar 8
This isn't grade school. B+ defined by S&P is "highly speculative".

ry's wide open @EyesWideOpen_51
S&P recently raised Ezo pitch's high-yield bonds.
Financier.com/news/bond-market/

Quoth the Raven @QTRResearch Mar 8
Replying to @EyesWideOpen_51
Take a look at this numb nuts.
MARCH 16, 2017

From: QTRResearch until: 2017-04-01

Quoth the Raven @QTRResearch Mar 16
Honestly, QTR believes $EROS equity is worth $0

MARCH 29, 2017

From: QTRResearch until: 2017-04-01

Quoth the Raven @QTRResearch Mar 29
In my opinion, for $EROS, now just a question of whether dilutive financing or regulation take them out first. @Gamestonk
MARCH 31, 2017

Quoth the Ravens @QTRResearch: Mar 31
Cara Said to Amend Credit $500m Revolver Loan Maturating Friday - BBG $500m
(no further details given - maybe we get them after the bell)

Quoth the Ravens @QTRResearch: Mar 31
Any news on $1BN's revolver that actually matured in Jan and is supposed to have an extension due today & it is ~65% of company's cash?

Quoth the Ravens @QTRResearch: Mar 31
He's right that somebody sounds desperate. It's not shorts, though.

Tweets from: QTRResearch

Search: 2017-04-01
JULY 28, 2017

From: QTRResearch until: 2017-07-29

Quoth the Raven: @QTRResearch: Jul 28

Don't say you weren't warned on SEROS. @golphahmed @summon1
@Clintspiring: @ChazoCapital: @squares.com have had this joke nailed for years.
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